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The FLEX PACK system is the ideal solution for packaging customers for virtually any type of packaging prototype – from design agency to 
converter. 

What makes FLEX PACK truly unique, however, is the flexibility to prototype a color-accurate mockup that is true to life and accurately represents 
the final produced package. Once a new packaging design innovation is production-ready, FLEX PACK utilizes CGS ORIS’ 4D color management to 
provide the very best in color accuracy in the shortest possible time. Paired with a custom interface for CGS ORIS supported Eco-Solvent series 
printers, FLEX PACK is easy to use and all printer features, such as multi-pass printing and print-and-cut, are supported. 

Unique to FLEX PACK, the Varnish & Emboss and the Cold Foil packages are available for high-end finishing effects. Expanding your color 
accurate prototyping capabilities even further. Only FLEX PACK users enjoy both the financial and time-saving benefits of proofing with an all-
in-one prototyping solution.

A perfectly tuned system -  
for color accurate production of 
packaging proofs and prototypes

Benefits at a glance
 Unique system, specially developed for the production of color-
accurate packaging proofs and mock-ups

 Highly efficient and reduced cost to manufacture

 Patented, iterative 4D color management technology

 Perfectly tailored features and modules, e.g. for preflighting, 
soft proofing and proof certification, support of raster data

 Packaging-related spot color management: Ideal overprinting of 
spot color using spectral color information 

 Perfect visualization of finishing effects like cold foiling, 
embossing or varnish

 Huge packaging substrate portfolio, specially developed for the 
needs and requirements of the packaging industry

 Color-accurate proofing on production substrate 

 Easy to use, quickly integrated within existing workflows  
and any CGS ORIS applications
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FLEX PACK Software

FLEX PACK is a comprehensive proofing and prototyping system 
based on the proven CGS ORIS 4D iterative color management process, 
making use of the print device’s entire color gamut. This allows for the 
system to optimize the lowest possible Delta E relative to its target. 
The entire Pantone® library as well as packaging-specific spot color 
management are included, which supports native CxF/4 spectral data, 
achieving perfect spot color overprints. Completing the package, the 
FLEX PACK software offers integrated soft proofing, proof certification 
and halftone support. 

Eco-Solvent Devices Enhanced with Expanded Gamut Inks

The revolutionary eco-solvent printers available from Roland work 
harmoniously with CGS ORIS’ Expanded Gamut XG Inks to provide 
the complete solution for your brand colors. In addition to White 
and Metallic ink, the system features unique Orange and Green inks, 
developed exclusively by CGS ORIS. This expanded gamut XG Ink set 
allows for the production of color accurate, contract-quality proofs and 
prototypes heat transferred to actual press substrate or a wide range 
of direct imaged medias – from adhesive film to shrink film and foils. 
The printer hardware has been customized with several components 
developed by CGS ORIS, such as a pre-heater, add-on dryers and 
special media feed systems, for our customer’s convenience. Other 
hardware options, including custom laminators, punch and register 
units, are also available. 

CGS ORIS PackPROOF Media

Not all substrates for Eco-solvent printers are created equal. CGS 
ORIS has developed a wide range of specialty proofing substrates to 
fit your operation’s needs. This extensive media portfolio has been 
developed with the needs of packaging professionals in mind. In 
addition to, a high ink limit and quick drying characteristics, the latest 
coating technology paired with extensive quality control guarantees 
consistent results and maximizes quality. 

CGS ORIS PackPROOF Transfer Film
The PackPROOF Transfer Film is on the forefront of innovation when 
it comes to producing packaging prototypes or proofs on actual 
production stock. The Transfer Film is an open-pored synthetic 
mesh, which can be thermal-transferred at low temperatures onto 
almost any production stock using a standard laminator. Because 
the Transfer Film is only a few microns thick, it is color-neutral and 
undetectable. This equips customers with the ability to produce 
proofs and prototypes that precisely match the press output, whether 
it is laminated to PE film, aluminum or fluted board. The film is also 
extremely flexible – allowing it to be deep-drawn in metal printing or 
in-mold processes. 

PackPROOF Transfer Film can be complimented with the use of 
PackPROOF Embossing Foils. The original gloss surface can be 
modified to match your original stock, with a semi-matte or matte 
finish.

CGS ORIS PackPROOF Clear Shrink Foil

Like all CGS ORIS media, quality is of the utmost importance. That is 
why we have created a shrink film with a high-quality emulsion layer 
and PET base. Coupled with significantly faster dry times than the 
competition, the media allows for greater ink laydown capacity and, 
therefore, lending the largest achievable color gamut. Finally, what 
differentiates the CGS ORIS PackPROOF Clear Shrink Foil is the 90% 
unidirectional shrink ratio and linear shrink reaction, making the shrink 
process more controllable and easier to avoid flaws such as wrinkles 
and distortions. 

For your convenience, CGS ORIS has created the CGS ORIS Shrink 
Sleeve Solution. This solution includes the necessary components 
best recommended to properly seam PackPROOF Clear Shrink Foil, 
including a custom seaming table, glue and seaming tools. 

CGS ORIS Expanded Capabilities Packages

Modern packaging increasingly features complex finishing effects like 
spot varnishes, cold foils or embossing. As these packages become 
more complex, proofing and prototyping them becomes increasingly 
more difficult. These finishing effects not only have a significant 
impact on the appearance of a product but can also lead to color 
shifts in production print processes. 

With the CGS ORIS Varnish & Emboss expanded capabilities package, 
it is possible to not only produce stunning, color accurate packaging 
prototypes, but also to apply spot varnishes and embosses with pin-
point accuracy. Using a custom punch and precision register system, 
FLEX PACK prototypes can then be finished on a Roland VersaUV 
printer, controlled by FLEX PACK. Even delicate matte or gloss spot 
varnishes can be produced, as well as embossing or textured effects. 

To elevate a package even further, the FLEX PACK system now offers 
the ability to apply production-grade cold foil to your prototypes. 
Using the CGS ORIS Cold Foil expanded capabilities package, you are 
able to achieve intricately applied cold foils with the same pin-point 
precision. 

Further Information and Contact

CGS ORIS Americas

100 N 6th St. Suite 242A,

Minneapolis, MN 55403

www.cgsoris.com

sales@cgsoris.com
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